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The Geomagnetic solar flare effect of 6 July 1968 
and its impli(ations 

by 
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;lESUME. - Une etude de I'e/Jet geomagnetique de ['eruption solaire (SFE) du 6 jull/et 1968 IIbscn"I! dans dnq ol>,~tmllrJm.'s magne;· 
tiques indiens, se trouvant Ii des longitudes de 72.800 E, a revile que eet eJJifl geomagnetiqw: dt! I i.:rnption 51.11.1irt' L'st ,'aro1l'lfriJt! 
par une diminution dans Ia composante H awe stations situees sous leleetrojet et um.' Qugmclltalil:m dt' til nmlpo5i1ntt' II J.n1S 
des stations siiftees en dehors de l'electrojet. L 'examen des ionogrammes et des mag1ltJtogramm.:,~ de A:odaifl.l1llal, UlIt' ,'lation 
situee sous l'electrojet, a indique ce jour /Ii ['existence dun electrojet im'erse, jusleal'llnl ('/ jUlIe aprrs Ie SFE, Lt'! impifauions 
de ces observations sont discutees, 

ru8TRACT. - A study of the geomagnetic solar [/are ejJect (SFE) 0/6 JUt}' 1968 obsen:cd at fi~'e Inliilm mDgnelic !.Ibsen'arune!, 
lying in the longtitude range 72-800 E, revealed thllt this SFE is characterised by a decrc.'flse in tile H·wmpommt al c/('ctrajt'l Jla· 
tions and an increase in the H-component at stations outside the electrojel. Exami7llltion ofrel(!~'ant itlnogram alld mDgnt'logt'am 
data of Kexlaikllnal, a station under the electro jet, for this day indicated tlze existence of a C'uuflter-eJearojt'l just prj,)r Ii) and 
after the occurence of SFE. The implications of these obsen'ations are discussed. 

Introduction 

The sudden short lived perturbation in the geoma
IMtic variation in the sunlit hemisphere concurrent 
with the occurrence of a solar flare is known as SFE 
[Crochet). The characteristics of SFE have 1 been 
lltudied over the past three decades' and are now well 
hnown (refer to the review paper of Nagata, 19M 
.4 ,Richmond and Venkateswaran, 1971). Recently, 
kivastava (1974) observed for the SFE of 3 May 
'973, the amplitude in the H-component of the 
FE to be relatively low at' equatorial electrojet 
Illations compared, to that at stations outside the 
_rojet ; which feature he attributed to the pre.ce of a 'counter-electrojet' current system flowing 
fJom east to west. This understanding stems from the 
IIet that the amplitude of SFE (in the H-component) 

is usually larger at equatorial de~trojet station~ com
pared to that at stations outside the el~clrojet I Pisha
roty and Joseph. 1963). 

In this brief communication. tht: characteristics of 
the geomagnetic solar flare efft:ct (SFE, of 6 July 
1968 as observed at five Indian magnetic ob~rva
tories are presented and the implications 'If its unique 
features are discussoo. The names and t:oordinatcs of 
the stations are listed in Table 1. The lo~ations of the 
stations and that of the electrojet ar~ depicted in 
Figure J. It may be noticed that while Alibag and 
Hyderabad lie outside the influence of the equatorial 
electrojet. Annamalainagar. Kodaikanal and Trin!1-
drum are situated well within the electrojet. The 
geomagnetic solar flare effect of 6 July J 968 which 
oecum with a solar flare of importance :!B is a I:on
firmed event as Sudden Ionospheric Disturbam:u 
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Fig. 1 

A IIIIl1 showing the locations of the five magnetic observatories 
tad the equatorial dec:trojet. 

(SWF, SCNA, SEA, SPA and SES) and fade-out on 
ionograms (at Kodaikanal) occurred simultaneously 
with this SFE (see Table I for details). 

Observation 

Fiaure 2 shows the geomagnetic solar flare effect 
of 6 July 1968 as evidenced in the H-traces of the 
nonnal run magnetograms of the five stations men
tioned. The characteristics of this SFE as observed 
at the various stations are presented in Table 1. The 
apUtude of SFE at each station is obtained from 
the difference in the value of the H-component at 
the maxbnum (or minimum) of the SFE and the 
mrase value at the begining and end of the SFE, 
following accepted practice. The unique feature of 
this SFE, as can be clearly seen from fJ.gure 2 and 
Table I, is that although the amplitude in the H
OOfnpoM:nt of the SPE increases with decrease 
in latitude, the sign of the perturbation is consis
tently nep.tive at all the three electro jet stations, 
while, it is positive at the two stations outside the 
infiutlnc:e of the electrojet. 

Discussion 

A plausible cause of the above described charac
teriltic of the SFE of 6· July 1968 could be the 
eaistence of a 'counter-electrojet' current system 
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The geomagnetic solar flare effect (SFE) of 6 July 1968 II 
the five Indian stations showing the decrease ill the H· 
component at electrojet stations and the Increase ill tho 
H-component at stations outside the electrojet. 

in the equatorial region at the time of occurrence 
of the solar flare effect. The presence of ·counter· 
electrojet' in the equatorial region which manifest! 
itself as a negative effect in the diurnal variation 
of the horizontal component around 0700 hr, noon 
and 1 500 hr local time has been brought to lisht 
by Gouin and Mayaud (1967). Later studies showed 
the phenomenon of 'counter-electro jet' to occur 
most frequently around sunspot minimum period 
and when the magnetic 'activity is very low; and 
is closely associated with the disappearance of equa
torial Es (Esq) and reversal of drift direction of 
electrons from westward to eastward (Hutton and 
Oyinloye, 1970; Sasm and Jayakar, 1972; Rastogi 
et al 1971' Krishnamurthy and Sen Gupta, 191Z). 

, • , t The cause mechanism responsible for coun Cl" 

electro jet' current system is however yet to ~ 
established. Van Sabben (1968) interpreted the 
counter-electrojet as an equatorial anomaly ..,. 
ciated with the SFE current system following tht 
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Table I 

Solar flare effect of 6 July 1968 as observed at Indian magnet' b . Ie a servalones 

Geographic Characteristics of SFE Sf[ 
Observatory coordinates Dip(I) Start Max End 

Lat. Long. 
Amplitud~ in (jamm.l~ 

U.T. l'H-,"ompun~nt.t 

Alibag 1838'N 72 52'E 24.4 0940 0948 1036 - ~b 
Hyderabad 172S'N 7833'E 20.5 0942 09S0 1038 'f ~6 
Annamalinagar 1122'N 7941'E 5.4 0942 0953 1035 ,·30 
Kodaikanal 10 14'N 77 28'E 3.0 0939 0947 Ion - 38 
Trivandrum 829'N 7657'E - 1.0 0941 0948 1037 ··46 

Associated SID's: SWF : 0948 - 10lOE - 1020U U.T. 
I SeNA : 0945 - 0949 

I SEA : 0940 - 0945 

j 
SPA : 0940 - 0943 
SES : 0940 - 0949 

. observation of small reversed vortices in the morning 
;and evening sectors in the equatorial region for the 
ilive SFE's analysed by him. However, Hutton and 
Oyinloye (1970) found no evidence in support of 
Ihis from a study of solar flares in relation to the 
manifestation of the 'counter-electrojet', A study 
of the lunar modulation in the occurrence of the 
phenomenon suggested that the 'counter-electrojet' 
currents may be situated in the same ionospheric 
~yers as the lunar currents (Sastri and Jayakar, 
1972). 

In view of the above investigations the relevant 
luarter-hourly ionogram and normal run magneto
!f8II1 data of Kodaikanal has been examined for the 
manifestations of 'counter-electrojet' around the 
time of the occurrence of SFE on 6 July 1968. 
i July 1968 is one of the quiet days of the tnonth, 
the value of A p for this day is 6.0 and the magnetic 
~haracter fIgure Cp' is 0.3. In fIgure 3 is shown the 
magnetogram of Kodaikanal on 6 July 1968. It 
can be seen that there is an indication of a 'counter
/lectrojet' on this day just prior to and after the 
occurrence of SFE, as during this period the value 

- 1015 U.T. 
- 1042 U.T. (aft~r Solar-Geoph)'sl~.al 

- 1200 U.T. Data ESSA}~OAA). 

- 1110 U.T . 

?f the horizontal component of th~ magn~lic n~h.l 
IS below the average night time I~\'cl I sllown by Ihe 
dotted line in figure 31. In Plale I ar~' !.hown the 
ionograms of Kodaikanal around th~' time ur \)~~·ur· 
renee of the SFE on 6 July 196M. It can he ~lI'n 
that at 1330 hrs I.S.T. (0800 ll.T.I, wdl befof'(' 
!he occurrence of SFE. equatorial ~poradk·E (b.q' 
IS present. The E~ configuration undl:rwl1nt dra!ltl': 
changes in the next 30 minutes and by 1 .... 00 hr. 
I.S.T. (0830 U.T.) it is of total blankr:ting t)·~ 
(Esb). This is expected as it is known that the o.:cur· 
renee of blanketing E, at Kodaikanal is usually 
accompanied by a decreaSl.: in the H-compuncnt and 
disappearance of equatorial sporadic -- l:.' I Bharg.ivi! 
and Subrahmanyam. 1964,. Equatorial sporadil; -- £ 
(Esq) is again seen at 1500 hrs I.S.T. (0930 1'.T.1 
when the H-component value just cr~d the illft:

rage night time level. The solar flare effecl un ver' 
tical sounding is then seen with total flldt'-Qut ilt 
1530 hrs I.S.T. (1000 U.T,.} and with the progres\ of 
time the recovery of the ionogram trace took: pla,e 
It is interesting to note that at 1630 hJ; l.S.t. 
(1100 U.T.) when the ionogram trace complddy 
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Fig. 3 

Normal run magnetogram of Kodaikanal on 6 July 1968 showing the depreaion in H-component below the ~ •• t ... .,.. 
(counter.electrojet) just prior to and after the occwrence of SFE. 
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Plate I 
~ 01 K.odaikanal on 6 July 1968 around the time of occurrence of SFE. Note the conspicious absence of Esq at 1630 b.M 

I.S.T. when the H-compDDent is below the average night time level (counter-electrojet). Height marks are at intervals of 100 lan.1 
The time indicated is in I.5.T. (U.T. + OS30 hrs). 
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recovered, equatorial sporadic - E (Esq) is con~ 
piciously absent and only normal E-region trace is 
noticed (the value of the H-component is below the 
night time level indicating the presence of 'counter
electrojet'). Equatorial sporadic - E (Esq) reappeared 
only at 1715 hrs I.S.T. (1145 U.T.) when the value 
of the H-component rose well above the night time 
\evel. The above observations indicate the existence 
of a reversed electric current system in the electrojet 
region just prior to and after the occurrence of the 
SFE, enabling to interpret the unique features of the 
SFE, mentioned earlier, as due to ·counter-electrojet'. 

It is fortuitous that the SFE of 6 July 1968 occur
red just at the time of the afternoon depression 
in the H-component (manifestation of counter
electrojet) posing some ambiguity as to which is 
the cause and which is of the effect of the two : 
counter-electro jet and the characteristics of the 
SFE current system. However, already mentioned, 

the work of Hutton and Oy,nloye f 1970, shows 
that 'counter-clectrojct' could nOI be due 10 tlk
SFE current system as interpreted by Van 5.abb<n 
(1968). Ht:ncl! ..... e reach thl;" vi\!~ that the chara,. 
terictic featu~s of the SFE of () Ju!\' 19M otfl: 

due to the presence of a 'count~Hlcctrl;jc:t" ~UrFI:nl 
system in the equatorial rc~on al til\' time 01' 
occurrence of this SfE. 
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